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When I’m writing an audio script, at some point I have to
consider what to tell the actors at the first read-through about
the overall tone or direction of the script. At first, I described
“The Colour Out of Space” to myself as “The ‘Book of Job’
– without God,” so terrible, but unredeemed and apparently
pointless are the sufferings of the Gardner family. I had read
Lovecraft’s story the first time when I was thirteen or fourteen.
I found it disturbing and a bit upsetting. (I don’t think I fully
grasped as a teenager what happened to Abigail Gardner.
Forty years later, I made it worse.) Before I delivered the script,
though, I realized that there was indeed a reason and a goal
behind the events of Lovecraft’s story. Just no human reason or
goal.
What made the tale horrifying was precisely that the “colour”
was no god or devil, there was no supernatural curse or
irrationally vengeful spirit. The destruction of the Gardner family
was the logical consequence of a natural process. A very alien
version of something familiar. And utterly unmindful of human
life or pain.
By reports, “The Colour Out of Space” was one of H.P.
Lovecraft’s favorite stories. Lord knows, it brought him little
enough attention in his lifetime (being published in the pulp
“Amazing Stories” in 1927) or money (fifty dollars and Hugo
Gernsback was slow about paying).
“The Colour Out of Space” is “Alien,” fifty years before Dan
O’Bannon pondered ichneumon wasps, without the multimillion-dollar budget or the special effects. And scarier.
Come and listen. Come and understand. Come and know
horror.
						-- Ron N. Butler
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